Recently, SuperStar changed the TOCs of their ebooks (viewed in browser) to Flash format. As a result, when you read the ebooks online in a web browser, if the language for non-unicode programs (system locale) of your PC is NOT Simplified Chinese, the TOC of SuperStar ebooks will not be displayed properly even though the character encoding of the web browser has been set to “Simplified Chinese” or “Auto-Select”.
To change “system locale”:
1. Go to the Control Panel of your PC
2. Select "Region and Language"


4. Make sure the current language for non-Unicode programs is "Chinese (Simplified, PRC)". If it is not, click the "Change system locale ..." button.
5. Select “Chinese (Simplified, PRC)” from the drop-down menu. Then click “OK” button.
After changing the system locale to Simplified Chinese, the TOC can be displayed properly in the web browser.
The same display problem may occur when SuperStar ebooks are opened in SSReader. If the language for non-unicode programs (system locale) is NOT Simplified Chinese, the SSReader menu and the TOC cannot be displayed properly.
After changing the system locale to Simplified Chinese, the SSReader menu and the TOC can be properly displayed.